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'lEE

~.ANUF.h.CTUH.E

OF' LIQUID OXYGlEN AND ITS USE .;:;'8 .A1I

}~XfT.OSIVE

By

F. K. kIiddleton Hunter, '23.
CHARACTEIlISrTICS:

Liquid oxygen is chiefly characterized by its extremely lov.r temlJOrature» -133°0.

It has the appearance of water)

and when unconfi:ned in ord.:Jimury tellip'eratures it boils vigorously, giving off quantities of oxygen gas and behaving ex-

At the boiling

actly as does water at its boiling point.

point, i.e., -183°C, its specific gravity is 1.14, or sliGhtly heElvier than water.

Per ££ liquid oxygen is not explos-

ive, needing the addition of cerbon in some form before it

can evon burn.

HISTOllICAL:
Oxygen was first liquefied in 1877, but the first record of its use comnel'cially as an explosive

\'~ias

;;:rhen part of the famo"us Simplon tunnel betvteen
0\:,-1 tzerland

v,ras driven with this exr-losive.

in 1899

Ital~T

and

Ovdng to the

difficulties of storing and using this liquid, little l'lOre
progress was made until the Great War J \"1Jl1en Germany J rorced

to experiment with allY promising explo si vebecause of her

rapidly diminishing stocks of Chilean nitrates, made considerable headway in the technique of

usir~

liquid oxygen.
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Previously, inl904, Sir James Dewar in

~lgland

per-

fected a double walled vessel with a high degree of vacuwu
between the walls, and this

VJaS

at once proved useful as a

temporary storage container for liquid oxygen.
Since the

war

liquid oxygen explosives have been used

extensively in France

a.nd

Germany and to a lesser extent in

England, Scandinavia, Italy and tile U.S.

It has also been,

or is being, used in at least one mining property each in
r':exico (Pachuca) and Chile (Chuquicamata), and was experimented

~ith

at Cerro de Pasco, Peru.

LEANUF'ACTURE:
The t\yO most cQran10n types of machines for producing

liquid oxygen at present are the Linde (German) and the
Claude (French).

Of these, the Claude is generally sup-

posed to be the most efficient.
Principles:
Atmospheric nir is composed of approximately 21% oxygen,

78%

nitrogen, and

1%

inert gases, mainly argon.

At

atmospheric pressure, air will liquefy at -193°0, but by
raisir~

-1430C.

the pressure to 33 atmospheres. i t will liquefy at
Briefly it may be stated that air may be liquefied

within the following limits:
Pressure, 33 atmospheres or more

at -143°C.

Pressure. less than 33 atmospheres

at a colder temp-
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erature than -143°C.)
or:

the lower the pressure, the greater the cooling necess-

ary to achieve liquefaction.
It is well

kno~~m

that when air (or anJ" gas) is compress-

ed, it generates heat;
er.

when expanded again, it becomes cold-

Also that when a gas is expanded against resistance so

as to perform work (as in the cylinder of

8.n

expansion eng-

ine) a still greater degree of cooling is attained.

1bese

are the principles of the Claude system, which we propose to
describe.

In the Linde system the principle of the cool-

ing effect of expanding a highly coupressed gas through a
nozzle or expansion valve is used;

in this system much high-

er pressures are needed.
Practice:
In general the Claude 75 litre fer hour aI)parE.tus,

vnl1ch is the one we shall describe, consists of:
1

Three-stage air compressor J complete with intercooler

and aftercooler.

2

Oil separators.

1

Caustic soda tower, tank, and pump.

1

Intermediate pressure dessication battery.

1

High pressure dessication battery.

- 4 -

I

Set of two heat exchangers.

I

Expansion engine.

I

Surpressor~

I

Liquefaction column.

1

Oxygen, or rectification column.

or Recompressor.

1ne operation is as follows:

Soda Tower:
1.

The compressed air from the three-stage conpressor

at 853 lbs. goes through an oil separator, and from there to
the decarbonating soda tower which it enters near the bottom.
Just before reaching the soda tower, the di,ameter of the pipe
is decreased considerably so as to increase the velocity of

the air.

The tower is filled vii th annular rings (Rashig

Rings) and over and through these a stream of caustic soda
solutionis constantly dripping.

The air is forced up

through these rings and by coming in contact with the caustic
soda solution it is washed free (or almost free) of any carbon dioxide, dust and remaining oil particles which may be
present in the air.
I.P.Dessication Battery:
2.

From the soda

tower~

the air, still at 853 Ibs.,

enters the intermediate pressure dessication battery.

'lbis

- 5 -

is a series of two drain bottles, which have

nothir~

in them,

and twelve other bottles, in two alternate batteries of six
each, full of caustic soda on perforated trays.

lhe two

drain bottles ( sometimes called purge bottles) are the first
and last respectively.

The air, entering the first drain

bottle loses its velocity and tends to drop any particles of
water or caustic soda which may have been picked up in the
soda tower.

By means of a

three-v~y

valve the air is then

sent through one of the six-bottle batteries, where any reInaining traces of moisture are absorbed.

The reason for

haVing two alternate batteries of six bottles each is, of
course, to assure uninterrupted operation when it becomes
necessary to renew the supply of sodium hydroxide.

After

leaving the six-bottle battery the air goes through the second drain bottle where it drops any particles of soda picked
up in the previous bottles.

The two drain bottles are

purged every few hours through needle valves in the bottoms.
'l'he decarbonating and dessicatingbatteries are indispensible, as otherwise the air v:Tould have carbonic acid gas
and

moistu~e

in it which would form carbonic acid ice and

water ice at the low temperatures which are reached, and this
would clog the pipes and eventually bring the whole apparatus

- 6 -

to a stoIJ.
3.

Leaving the intermediate pressure dessicators the

121uin air current splits into tV'lO parts) which we shall call

the A and B currents (See schematic

dr~wing

- Figure 1.)

Heat Excha.ngers:

A-a.

The larger current (A) enters

0):10

of the he£Lt ex-

changers at the top and goes down through a cluster of

sn~ll

copper tubes, while outside the tubes a current of very cold
nitrogen, cominE from the oX)Tgen column as we shall see lat-

er, asc ends.

The heat exchange effected is considerable.

There are two heat exchangers, only one of which is
used at a time.

The air, even after the drying it has had)

still contains traces of moisture, and eventually the fine
copper tubes are clogged with ice and it is necessary to
change the air current into the other exchanger:." while the

frozen one is de-rimed.

1Yen so it is necessary to de-rime

the complete set of exchangers periodically and a de-rimint;
stove is kept for this purpose.
Exr;ansion F"nr;ine:
A-b.

After passing dovm through the heat exchanger,

the A cunrent goes directly to the high pressure side of the

- '[

expansion ene;ine isvhere it expands fro:n 853 Ibs. to 57 Ibs.,
and is coIled in so doing.

Tne expansion engine is coupled

direct to the surpressor. and hence the air expanding in the
expansion engine supplies the motive force for the surpressor
and consequently is uexpanding with the production of external work lt , and so generates a GOl1siderable degree of cold.
Coming fro;11 the expansion engine, the A currEmt of air

;lgain 81-'li ts into what we shall call the C and D currents.

C-a.

Tne G current flows into the bottom of the middle

cOlapartment of the liquefy-iriS column (vlhich Yiill be iiHcussed
later) and out of the top of this same compartment.

In go-

ing through it helps to cool theB current of high pressure
air which, as will be Seen later, travels

thro~h

the liquef-

ying oolumn in a cluster of fine copper tUbes.
C-b.

On leaving the liquefying colwnn,

~le

G current

goes into the low pressure side of the expansion engine where

it expands from 57 lbs. to 2.8 Ibs. generating more cold.
e-c.

The C current then joins the flow of nitrogen

from the oxygen colwnn and goes to the heat exchangers where
the cold of this air and nitrogen mixture is used to cool the

A current of air.

Aftarpassing up through the heat ex-

- 8 changer. this air current is exhausted into the atmosphere.
The D current flows dir,actly into the lo·west comp-

D.
urt~'ilent

of "the oxygen or rectification column, whore i-t is

soon joined by the B current.
Surprasfl.OL:

B-a.

The B current, splitting from the initial air

currsnt just before the A current goes into the heat exchang-

ers, goes directly to the surpressor (or recompressor),
which is coupled directly to, and is driven by, the expansion
en&ina.

Here the B current is further compressed from 853

Ibs. to 2845 Ibs.
H.P.Dessi~~~t~ery:

B-b.

The B current then passes through a small oil

separator and so to the high pressure dessication battery.
nlis is composed of only two bottles, but they are fitted

with trays of NaOH and are similar to the other bottles in

the intermediate pressure dessication battery.
Licuefying
B-c.

G..9~:

From here the air goes to the top of the liquef-

ying column and passes down through a cluster of fine copper
tubes, around the outsides of which a counter current (up-
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wards) of cold nitr'.:>gen (from the oxygen colu:nn) and cold air
(from the high pressure side of the expansion engine - A current) is flowing.

B-d.

The cooling effect is such that this air (B)

which i8 at 2845 lbs. liquefies at a temperature close

tea

the critical (i.e.) -143°C), and this liquid flows out at
the bottom and into the lower compartment of the oxygen column, where it falls over a saries of platforms to a sump at
the bottom.
OXygall._([o 1 un..!!!.:

Here the liquid gives off vapours which are richer in
nitrogen than air. for nitrogen is more volatile than oxygen and consequently evaporates first.
4.

In the meantime, as sho'vn above, theD currant of

air has entered the oxygen column at the bottom, and
\7i th the val)ours given

0

if by the liquid air.

~uxes

'!his mixture J

being at a pressure of 57 lba., is much warmer than the
liquid air and rises through a cluster of fine copper tUbes.

These tubes are immersed in liquid oxygen at a pressure of
4.3 lbs. and consequently at a temperature of about -130°0.
5.

In the tubes there now takes place a rectification.

- 10 Thera is an exchange of heat between the rising vapoursand
the surrounding liquid oxygen. which vapourizes some of the

liquid oxygen outside. and condenses some of the oxygen in
the rising vapours.

This condensed oxygen falls and in so

doing helps to rectify some more of the ascending vapours.
and finally falls into the sump at the bottom.

.

This liquid

in the sump gradually beoomes richer and is commonly called
the "Rich Liquid".

6.

The vapours which sucoeed in passing through the

tubes are now collected in a hood and pass into a

cQndensi~

coil which is immersed in a liquid colder than that which
SUItrounded the cluster of fine copper tUbes, for it contains

a greater amount of nitrogen.

These vapours, containing

almost pure nitrogen. now cond.ense and form what is known as
the "Poor Liquid", because it contains only a very small per-

cantage of oxygen.
7•

These two liquids, the "Rich" and .the "Poor". be-

ing at a pressure of 57 Ibs. , while the pressure in the up-

per part of the
au~omatically.

col~1m

is only at 3.6 lbs., they will rise

and do so, ontering near the top of the col-

umn and dripping down over platforms in such a way as to
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coma into intimate contact with the ascending vapours from
the bath of liquid oxygen surrounding the vapourizing tubes.
There follows a complete rectification since these vapours
reach a temperature at which the oxygen will temain as a liquid, while the nitrogen will vapourize.

'!he liquid ox-

ygen collects in the vessel through which the vapourizer
tubes pass, near the bottom ot the column, and is drawn off
thro ugh a val Ye.
8.

'Ihe system not baing cold enough to keep the ni-

trogen in a liquid state, it continues to rise and escapes
from the top ot the column whence it returns to the liquefying column.

Here some of it goes completely through tl1e

column and exhausts into the a.tmosphere at the top, while
some only goes through the bottom compartment and thence to
the heat exchangers, as shown on the aceompanying schematic
drawing.

STORAGE:
When it is remembered that the boiling point of liquid
oxygen is nearly 300°F. below zero, it can be realized that
'ordinary room temperatures are) in comparison t Gxtremely hot ..

When too it is understood that by pressure alone it is im-

- 12 possible to prevent liquid oxygen evaporating,
the difficulties in

storin~

SOine

idea of

such a liquid nay be imagined.

It was:lentioned above that in 1904 Sir James Dewar invented
a vacuum flask, and up to the present day the Dewar flask, or
one of several modifications, is the standard andn most practicable method of storing liquid oxygen.
The commonest form of container is a sperical vacu.um.
bottle of metal, having a long neck of small diameter.
This is, of course, in an outside covering or box fitted with
handles for easy manipulation.
5 to 50 litres.

The COlillllonest sixes are from

In the 50 litre size a loss by evaporation

of 2.5% of the total contents, in twenty-four hours, may be
expected, while for the 5 litre size, as much as lO~ will be
lost.

Large vacuwn storage tanks are now being tried at a

large South American property, which are made of steel! hold
1000 gallons euc}l) and are expected to cut the evaporation
loss eventually to 2~J including filling.
CAItTRIDGE MATERIALS:

As stated above) liquid oxygen

~~

is not explosive,

and a great deal of time and monsy has been spent determining the most suitable materials out of which to make cartridges.

- 13 The composition of cartridges has run the gamut of oxidizable materials.

At present U.S. practice seams to favour

a lamp black and carbon mixture, or·a straight carbon, while
in France and England the tendency seems to be to include
some (secret) proportions of various powdered metals or
che2icals, apparently with the idea of raisinl the heat of
oxidation and hence the rate of detonation.
The chief desideratum is to get a substance or Luxture
which will absorb the greatest possible amount of liquid ox-

ygen, hold it for the greatest possible length of cime, and
be as nearly as possible completely oxidizable itself.

A cartridge of fine lamp black absorbs a large amount
of liquid oxygen and holds it well, but the cartridge tends
to be flabby and easily broken when loading.

A cartridge

of straight carbon, on the other hand, absorbs about as much
liqUid oxygen, but loses it very rapidly when removed from
the soaking container, as the large interstices allow capillarity full sway, which is not the case in a cartridge of
lamp black of almost colloidal fineness.
makes

But the carbon

a nice stiff cartridge, easy to handle and load.

mixture of 65% coarse carbon and 35% fine lamp black has

A
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been used and has proved very successful.
CARTRIDCtE COVERIljQ,:

In France a stiff paper is commonly used for making
cartridges;

this is used to some extent (mostly experiment-

ally in the U.S.

But a covering or case of canvas is per-

haps most practical.

Canvas is bOU3ht in the form of hose,

of the required diameter.

It is then cut into standard

lengths and one end of each length clipped.

1na cartridge

is then turned inside out, filled with the cartridge mater-

ial. and clipped at the other end.

With one cartridge pack-

ing machine and one clipping machine, one man and his helper

can easily turn out 300 7".x20 tt cartridges in an eight hour
shift.
SOAKING BOXES:

The chief requirement in a soaking box is insulation
against heat without excessive bulk.

This is not difficult

of achievement i f it is proposed to keep the soaking boxes on
a flat car or other form of conveyance.
lately a tropical wood

knO\vn

In the United States

as Balsa has begun to

COille

into

prominence as an insulating material suitable for refrigerating cars and boxes.
baing air spaces.
and not connected.

It is a woad of ex.treme porosity, 92%
The air spaces are spherical in shape

- 15 A soaking box should be large enough to accomodate a
convenient

n~lber

of cartridges.

If a large cartridge is

in use, such as .7"x20", a box shn-uld hold 50.

A box six

feet long and three feet six inches wide, internal dimensions, i;iill take 50 7 n x20 tl cartridges standing on end in -ten
rows of five each.

Such a box should be lJ.1ade of4 lt balsa

wood, coated on each side with a hot paraffin waterproofing
coat.

The inside is then lined with thin copper sheeting,

and the outside covored with a protective box of 1-1/2" hardwood.

This in -Lurnshould be waterproofed and then painted

white to cut down heat by radiation.

~he

lid should be sim-

ilarly constructed.
SOAKING:

With a 7 nx20" cartridge of 65% carbon and 35% lamp black,
in a canvas bag) one may consider the \"Thole us being carbon.

Such a cartridge, depending on the kind of carbon, etc., will
weigh in the neighbourhood of 8 Ibs., and theoretically needs
to soak up an additional 8x2.67 lbs. of liquid oxygen to oxidize all the carbon to C0 21 or 8xl.33 lbs. to oxidize all
the carbon to CO.

In practice we consider these ratios of

oxygen to carbon as 2.5 and 1.25, because our carbon contains

- 16 some impurities and also the canvas is not strictly speaking
carbon, so that some of our gross weignt (in our case 8 Ibs.)
is not carbon.
Experimentally we have found that the soaking ratio of
the particular carbon car"ridge which
ins a density of 0.34, is 3.5.
up 8x3.5 Ibs. oxygen

= 28,

\Ve

are considering, hav-

In other words it will soak

and will then weigh 28 plus 8, or

36 Ibs.

Cartridges are soaked by 1) lacing them in an ordinary
soaking box, as described above, on end, and pouring in liquid oxygen.

The liquid should be poured in very slowly

at first, to give

~le

box and cartridges a chance to cool

down, as otherwise startlingly large amounts of liquid oxygen will be lost by evaporation.

It is estimated that even

when filling soakine boxes slowly and with care, as much as
30% of the liquid poured in is lost in this manner.
If it is attempted to soak the cartridges to their
theoretical limit a large amount of liquid

~ill

be left over

in the boxes after the soaking operation is over, and this
liquid is difficult to save.

Consequently a compromise is

effected by experimentally finding Qut the economic limit of

- 17 soaking:

if the cartridges are soaked fUlly, too much ox-

ygen is lost;

if the cartridges are not soaked sufficiently,

they will not have the requisite explosive strungth.

Or-

dinarily, i f li;uid is continuously poured into the boxes
until the cartridges weigh 28.5 lbs. and there is about six
inches of liquid in the boxes, good results are obtained,
and there will be found only about an inch or an inch and a

half in the boxes when all the cartridges are removed.

At

28.5 Ibs. the cartridges will have soaked up 2.56 Ibs. oxygen per lb. carbon, and there will be some forty minutes

leeway to shoot in before the explosive strength will have
diminished too much.
EVAPORATION CURVE:

We have also found experimentally (See Figure 2) that
this same cartridge will reach the CO 2 point ( i.e., the
point where there is only just enough oxygen to permit complete oxidation to CO 2 ) in

forty~two

minutes.

The graph shoml in Figure 2 and the remarks in these

few paragraphs apply only, of course, to the particular
cartridge under discussion.

The diameter and size of a

cartridge directly affect the evaporation rate.
It should be noted here that 'it is important in L.O.
X. (Liquid Oxygen Explosives) blasts underground to fire the
blast before the CO 2 point is reached so as to avoid the
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danger of CO gas and its often fatal consequences;

but in

open cut work, which is the condition under tlllich we have
studied the use and possibilities of L.O.X.) the C02 IJoint
is not particularly

im~ortant)

ated in open air.

The

as CO gas is rapidly dissip-

~:nf'0rt;;.l1t

'chil1g in open cut '.mrk is

ti fire the blast before the explosive strength has me..terial-

ly diminished.
A glance at Figure 2 will show that wereas the evaporation is most rapid for

~che

first hour and a half, the

explosive strencith diminishes very gradually at first, and
more rapidly later, and that though the CO

2

point is reach-

ed in forty-t\vO minutes) the explosive strength is not materially decreased for an hour or a little more.
It should be noted here that the evaporation rates
shov:n were obtained in a borehole (i. e., confined) and that

in the open air the rate uould he considerably quicker.
l~nile

on the subject of evaporation) the following

percentage losses may be of interest:
Loss d.ue to evaporation-,
During storing of liquid •
Soaking operation •

6~

28%

of total mlf'd.
n"

It

- 19 Between removing cartridge from soaking boxes and
the moment of firing •
Total loss •

25/~

•

of total m'f·d.

• 59%""

These values are, of course, plus or
aggregate pretty close to results obtained.

m~inus,

".

but in the

In other words

only about 40% of "the liquid manufactured is actually usod
for useful work (i.e., breaking ground.)

BLASTING:
Calculations:
First the ground to be blasted must be rated at
many tons per lb. of L.O.X. at the time of firing.

60

'!his

can only be down after considerable experience, but we have
found that if ground is rated one tenth heavier per lb. of

L.O.X. than for dynamite, good results are obtained.

Hav-

ing decided at what "factor lt (i.e., tons per lb. L.O.X~ at
time of firing) to use, it is a simple matter, using the
egaporation curve shown in Figure 2, and estimating from
experience how long it will be after cartridges are removed
from soaking boxes until the moment of firing the blast, to
calculate how many

c~rtridges

will be required per hole.

As an example, take a blast having the following data:
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Class of ground •

hard.

Height of face •

36 ft.

Number 8" churn drill holes •

35

Average depth •

38 ft.

Distance

betwe~n

holes •

• 12 ft.

Distance between rows •

12 ft.

Distance from average face •

15 ft.

Ground rated at 2.93 short tons per lb. L.O.X. at time
of firing.
Total estimated burden.

16,275 a.tons. (1)

Consider also that we have ideal conditions, with perfectly
spaced drilling, and equal burdens per hole of 465 s. tons.

From experience we know

t~at

thirty minutes is sufficient

time to load and fire this shot, and we also know that we shall
only soak the cartridges (7 t1 x20"; weighing 8 1bs. dry) to
a ratio of 2.56 Oxygen to carbon (until they weigh 28.5 Ibs.)
Now

from our graph (Figure 2) we find that the 2.56

ratio is opposite the 36 minute mark, and i f we add 30

m~in-

utes to this, we have one hour and six minutes, and know

that at the time of firing the blast, we shall have a ratio
(1).

The writer has seen L.O.X. blasts up to 33,000 s. tons.

- 21 of 2.15, and that our cartridges will weigh (2.15x8) plus 8,

or 25,,2 Iba.

And so it is onvious that the number of L.O.X.

cartridges to load per hole

(i.e.,

per 465 s. tons of burden)

is:
1 cartridge weighs •

25.2 Ibs.

For 1 lb. we can break •

2.93 tons.

And for 25.2 Ibs. we can break 2.93 x 25.2 tons.
Burden per hole is 465 tons,
So

i. ~~5x

25.2

•

6.3 cartridges.

e..nd in loading, two holes will be given 6 cariridges and the
third, 7, thereby

~rriving

at a correct total - for it is

not practical to break cartridges in

half~

though it can be

done.
Comparison vs. Dynamite:

It has been found by experience. blasting L.O.X. in
comparison with a 6710 ammonia free-running dynamite. the.t
in hard ground L.O.X. he.s a grea.ter shattering effoct and

less propulsive force.

This is often and advantage, and

is to be expected, when oDe considers the velocities of
detonation of these

t'fiO

particular eXI>losives:

- 22 -

Rnd

The dynamite in question.

3700 metres per sec.

The particular L.O.X. mixture

5200

in general it may be ste-ted

t~ha tr.in

"

It

• t

hard ground) t.he high-

er the rate of detonation the better the breakug0 J and the slower the rate of detonatioll, the greater the throw.
~_4.!L2L..19..§:dinf) and

In L.O.X.

Firi.Eg,:

bl£~sts witnessed b~T the writer in France (2)

in September, 1926, pa.per covered cartridges were used., r:md

eacs cartridge, vrhen brought to the blast in the soaking

box, had a long string attached to the upper end (the "ear"),
and

v~s

carefully lowered into the hole.

Countered cordeau

. Bickford was laced through the second cartridge from the

bottom, and the holes were spliced to the main uncountered
cordaau leads in the normal manner.

The blast vms fired

with two caps, one at each end of the main lead, by a hand
blasting machine •.
In some L. O. X. blasts witnes sed b;,/ the writar in Indiana) in October, 1926, the cartridges were canvas covered
and YIere merel)C dropped into the holes, a length of cordeau

having previously been placed in euch hole.

At this pr0,P-

arty a separate electric blasting cap was used to detonate

(2). At the mines of Les Petits Fils de Francois.de Wendel
at Cia., Hayango. Lorraine.

- 23 the cordeau in each hole) the caps all being fired simultaneously by a hand blasting mchine.

This practice of us-

ing one cap per hole with cordeau Bickford is ridiculous,
and not only raises costs, but actually introduces additional risks of nisfires.

In some blasts in the United states, canvas covered
cartridges are fitted with a hook in one end and an eye in
the other, and are loaded by hooking a string of cartridges
together and loadil'lg them by hand.

'Ibis is an unnecessary

refibement, except in very badly drilled holes, or in exceptionally fissure-y ground where cartridges may be expected to
hang up or break repeatedly.

In ordinary ground, this pro-

cedure only wastes time and increases the elapsed time between soaking and detonating.

At

a large South American property, the cartridges are

canvas covered and are dropped into the holes, which have
cordeau previously placed in

th~.

No difficulties are

eXI)erienced, though cartridges are bound to hang up and

break once in a while.

Detonation is by the usual cordeau

practice of having one cap at each end of the main leads to
set up converging detonating waves.

- 24 -

- 25 and this test is not considered as of any value for L.O.X.
'D1e y,rri tar has personally spent

considerE~ble

tiLlS trying to

evolve a method of using this test on L.O.X., hut has not
been successful.
Ballistic Pendulum:
This is a canon or mortar mounted in such a

swing in an arc when a charge is fired in it.
commonly used as a measure of propulsive force.

~uy

as to

This test is

Difficl;lt-

ies are encountered here too, due to evaporation, but the
charge used may be of considerable size, and consequently
good results may be obtained.

Straieht carbon cartridges

give the highest results and indicate a strength equivalent
to 40~ N.G.dynamite.
the

\"Jri ter

In field tests, as mentioned above,

'considers L. O. X. as superior in breaking power

(the ultimate desideratum) to 40% dynmnite, and, as shovm
here, inferior in throw'.
Bichel Gauge:
This is a closed bomb, .and in it explosives are eXfloded.

By this means the volume and the pressure of ule gases

generated may be determined.

In this test L.O.X. does not

quite equal results obtained with 40% dynamite.

- 26 -

Velocity of Detopation:
This is determined in the usual Dautriche

me~lod

cordeau Bickford of known velocity, and a lead plaie.

using

Str-

aight carbon cartridges give rates varying with their density,
up to about 5200 metres per second.
Yiscellaneous Tests:
Various other tests have been tried with greatly varying results. depending on the composition of the cartridge

and its density.

Such tests are:

Sensitiveness to impact.
Sensitiveness to friction.
Detonation by influence.
Continuity of detonation.
J'lame taste
Inflamability.
Small lead block test.
Products of combustion.
Gallery test.
Temperature ca.lculations.
Effect of moisture.
But the commonest tests on explosives are the four des-

- 27 -

cribed above J and, as sho'wn; only three of them are e.pplicable to L.O.X.

CONCLUSION:
L.

L.O.X., still a baby il1 the explosives world, is rap-

idly coming to the fore and. yrill undoubtedly J before laanJr
more yee.rs have l:assed, occupy an imi:ortant plc::.ce a.m.ong explosives for outdoors use.

It has been tried, but with-

out much success, under£roul1d, and it mal be that difficulties due to rapid evaporation in small diameter cartridges
and the intlerent danger of CD production may prove an effective barrier

t~

its use for

t~is

purpose.

Durir€ a recent visit to Europe the

\"~T5.ter

visited a

large steel and cement district in Moselle, France, and found,
in this particular district, no other explosive being used.

L.O.X. was used in open quarries with large diameter churn
drill holes and vli th small diameter horizontal

Le~mer

holes,

besides being used for bloclilioling and tree stump reruClval. and
exclusively underground.

In this district the Weber cartridge

(containing chemicals) was used, which is made in different
grades so as to obtain blasting results equal in effect to
anything desired from black powder up to the highest N. G.
dynamites.
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It has been said that variety is the spice of life,
and

~ork

with LQO.X. has so many variables and so few con-

stants that it m*kes a most fascinating field of study.
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CONVERSION FACT01l§..

1

r~.

per sq. em.

equals

14.22421

1bs. per sq. in.

1 lb. per sq. in.

..

0.07031 Kg. per Sq. em•

1 litre

..

0.2642 U.S.Vullons.

1 U. S. Gallon

n

3.785 litres.

1 metre per second

n

3.2808

ft~

per sec.

0.3048 metres per sec.

1 foot per second

1 short ton

n

0.8929 long tons.

1 long ton

tt

1.1200 short tons.

Specific gra.vity of liquid oxygen at boiling point (i.e.,
-183°0) is 1.14.
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